Briefing Note

Addressing the Challenges of
VoLTE Implementation
Anritsu’s Rapid Test Designer (RTD) VoLTE-IMS
Solution Reduces Costs and Time-to-Market
Chipset vendors and device makers are facing the challenges of complexity and time-to-market pressure
when implementing Voice over LTE (VoLTE) capability in their products. This briefing note describes those
challenges and explains how Anritsu’s Rapid Test Designer (RTD), based around an LTE system simulator
can address them.
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The Challenges of VoLTE
A Complex Combination of Technologies
Long Term Evolution (LTE)
LTE is the 4th generation of the ETSI
global mobile telephony standard,
sometimes referred to as “4G”. It is an
entirely packet-switched radio access
network offering high performance and
efficiency. LTE’s high transfer rates
and low latency mean that it is capable
of supporting high quality voice over IP
with Rich Communication Services.

Voice Services
Voice over LTE (VoLTE) [pronounced
“Voltee”] refers to a complex
combination of technologies that
delivers packet switched voice and
other multimedia services, including
video, over the LTE network. GSMA
(www.gsma.com) has defined the
IR.92 standard for voice over LTE,
which uses a subset of IMS functions.

A successful high quality user experience requires high quality
interactions between the voice services, the LTE transport, IMS,
and legacy support. It is critical that these interactions are verified
and any anomalies are addressed as early in the R&D process as
possible.

IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS)
IMS is a standardized platform for the
delivery of IP based multimedia
services.

Options for VoLTE Devices with Legacy Support

Legacy Support

Service providers will need to evolve existing circuit-switched voice
services to VoLTE as LTE coverage expands.

For a seamless user experience,
packet switched calls placed on an
LTE network will need to transfer to
circuit-switched mode in areas with
legacy network coverage.

Several interim solutions are being adopted to deliver voice
services alongside LTE data services. Single Radio Voice Call
Continuity (SRVCC) is the standard for legacy interoperability that
has the most industry support.
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R&D engineers need a solution that provides the flexibility to test all the common scenarios along with the
ability to create their own more specialized test cases. The right solution needs full stack control for not just
LTE, but also IMS and legacy protocols. Voice and video services are susceptible to network impairments
such as packet loss and delay. This means that objective and repeatable measurements of factors
affecting the end user experience are critical to success during the protocol development phase.

Urgent Need for VoLTE Testing
Trials of VoLTE with SRVCC will take place during the 2nd half of 2012, and commercial services are
expected to ramp up during 2013. This means there is an urgent need for organizations to speed up
testing and guarantee the availability of devices when the market is ready.

Implementation Challenges
The overriding challenge for VoLTE device makers is to ensure a high quality user experience that is at
least as good as today’s circuit-switched services.
The technical challenges include •

Many new protocols
The SIP signaling between the device and the IMS core network must be verified, along with other
IMS protocols such as IPv6, SigComp, IPSec and P-Headers.

•

Integration of the LTE protocol stack with the IMS control layer
The end-to-end IMS signalling must be tested over the LTE radio access network.

•

Mobility between PS and legacy CS networks
Single Radio Voice Call Continuity (SRVCC) should operate with no discernible effect on the user’s
experience.

•

Complying with standards to ensure global interoperability
Implementation will need to comply with the GSMA specifications.

•

Complying with regulatory requirements such as emergency calls
Emergency calls over IMS in LTE-only coverage areas, with positioning information.
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Early Fixes Avoid Costs

Studies have shown that finding and fixing a software problem after
delivery is often 100 times more expensive than finding and fixing it
during the requirements and design phase. Problems found by
consumers can be catastrophic for a brand. This means that worldclass organisations are performing as much testing as possible using
equipment that can simulate the real-world RF environment in the
development lab. The good news is that VoLTE can now be
exhaustively tested in this kind of environment.

Market-Leading VoLTE Test Solution
The RTD VoLTE-IMS solution provides an integrated solution of Anritsu’s Rapid Test Designer (RTD) and
the Radvision PROLAB IMS test solution. Both of these solutions have been used by the leading chipset
manufacturers. This is the only solution that integrates these two marketing leading platforms.

A Unique Partnership
Anritsu’s RTD is the long-established tool of choice for radio protocol development test. Radvision’s
PROLAB is the dominant IMS test solution world-wide.
Together, the combination of these best-in-class products offers complete end-to-end VoLTE-IMS testing
with full automated control from the RTD test creation and execution environment. Our companies deliver
the only integrated, single-supplier solution on the market.

RTD offers speed and flexibility
RTD is the easiest way to address the issues that are encountered during device development and
measure device performance. It does not require programming expertise and has reduced the time to
market for the world-class organisations that use it for test script creation, execution and analysis. Its
flexible test creation environment allows test designers to open multiple tests and reusable procedures
simultaneously.
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Comprehensive Test Capability
Radvision’s Prolab adds comprehensive IMS test capability for VoLTE (and beyond) to RTD:
IMS Core Emulation
A server to simulate various network topologies and entities on a VoIP network.
SIP servers, IMS Servers (I-CSCF,
S-CSCF, P-CSCF) as well as
Gatekeepers can be emulated.
UE Emulation
Advanced UE emulation generates
signaling and media traffic to the
device under test
Voice Quality Measurement
Mean Opinion Score (MOS) and
Perceptual Evaluation of Speech
Video Quality Measurement
No-Reference and Full-Reference
methods for measuring video
quality.

Addressing User Experience Challenges
RTD can verify the performance of critical real-time services with its real time audio and video quality
measurement capability. Call quality is also addressed through built in media test cases and network
impairment simulation, allowing the user to insert multiple errors into the application data stream.

Addressing Technology Challenges
End-to-end IMS signalling over an LTE transport mechanism addresses the challenges posed by
integration of the LTE protocol stack with the IMS control layer and all its various protocols. Multiple
eNodeBs can be simulated, and a wide range of LTE connections can be set up with the device under test.
RTD’s support for multiple access technologies allows for testing SRVCC and the interim mechanisms for
legacy network support.
An extensive library of built in IMS test cases enables standards compliance testing. The solution is ready
for testing Rich Communications Suite (RCS) functions such as presence, instant messaging, file transfer,
address book, XML Document Management (XDM).
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Summary
Laboratory simulation of the complete end-to-end user experience for voice and multimedia services over
the LTE transport mechanism finds implementation problems earlier and save costs. Meeting this
challenge early in the development cycle will enable the industry to meet aggressive time-to-market
expectations for VoLTE-capable devices.
Anritsu’s RTD can dramatically reduce testing time with its easy to use flow chart interface requiring no
programming expertise. The Anritsu RTD provides total control from a single environment giving it the
ability to be automated for unattended operation. The Anritsu RTD makes it easy to get started with a built
in library of test cases.
It is the only turnkey solution that combines extensive media testing functions with LTE radio testing, legacy
technology support and IMS client and server emulation.
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